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Legal Disclaimer
※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Copyright
ROPPOR Swarm Drone Software is registered with the Korea Copyright Commission and is protected
by copyright law.
Please note that unauthorized copying, use, and distribution of this software, as well as unauthorized
copying, use, and distribution of functions, function lists, function placement, user interfaces, and
design within the software, are in violation of copyright law.
ROPPOR Swarm Drone Trial Software may only be used for functional verification purposes, and
may not be used for commercial, educational, or business purposes.
If you have any copyright-related questions, please send your inquiries to staff@roppor.com and we
will sincerely review and respond.

※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Limitation of Liability
ChemEssen Inc. is a software company. We are only responsible for the development and supply of
swarm drone software and does not actually operate drone aircraft. The hardware related to parts
and equipment, etc. and data such as mobile communication networks provided by us is only one
example of testing the products of various manufacturers and the services of mobile carriers and
confirming their integration with our software, and the durability of each hardware and mobile
communication network.
It does not guarantee the stability, the function for a specific purpose, etc.
The user is solely responsible for the selection, interlocking, and operation results of all hardware
and mobile communication networks outside the scope of the software.
Please select the hardware and mobile communication network that suits your purpose using the
free trial version, which is provided unlimitedly regardless of the duration and number of drones,
and be sure to verify its function, durability, stability, and malfunction. In addition, it is necessary to
check and comply with the relevant laws and regulations of the country when drones are actually
operated.
In addition to the software, the civil and criminal liability for all unforeseen circumstances and illegal
operation including errors, malfunctions, accidents, human damages and property damages that
may occur during interlock and operation of the drone body, parts, equipment, and mobile
communication network selected by the user lies with the user, not with ChemEssen, Inc.
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About This Manual
This manual only provides the basic information to use the product and it was written since the
download file has been constructed. There may be technical errors, editing errors, or omitted details.
Content, composition, etc. of the manual may change without notice in advance upon improvement
of performance and functions.
Please refer to the website for reporting error during use of ROPPOR Swarm Drone Software,
suggestions, usage conversion for commercial purpose, technical support, individual training service,
request for special flight authorization through subscription user conversion for lifting night flight
restriction, altitude limit, and distance limit, and designation of number of operational drones, etc.

Description of Symbols (Legend)

※ References and Checklist
！ Caution and Things to Note
★ Restrictions and Warning

Things to understand before using the ROPPOR platform
Please read and understand the contents of the following documents before using the ROPPOR
platform.
0. Preparation Process for ROPPOR Art Software
1. Configuration Guide for ROPPOR Art Drone Connection
2. Configuration Guide for ROPPOR RTK Connection
3. Installation Guide of ROPPOR Art Software
4. Installation Guide of Smart Device Application Software
5. Function Specifications of ROPPOR Art Operation Software
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1. Product Overview

1-1. Introduction
ROPPOR is a swarm drone software platform that can control multiple drones through a single
computer. There is no limitation to the control distance since it is based on mobile communication
network. Information collected by multiple drones are checked in real-time and saved automatically.
ROPPOR Art Swarm Drone Operation Software is installed on the performance operation computer
on the site of performance and it connects with multiple swarm drones through the mobile
communication network to configure the performance formation. A single computer performs the
swarm drone performance on site, and the software is a product that monitors the performance
status in a 3D virtual space. It uses the mobile communication network instead of local area
communication network such as wi-fi and telemetry, so there is no concern for violation of the
Radio Waves Act, and it is safe and precise due to low possibility of loss of communication. The 3D
ART MODE can allow you to prechecking the performance through simulation of performance
formation. You can perform real-time monitoring and switch controller and control authority
remotely to allow you to take preliminary safety measures against malfunction of a certain drone
such as breakaway from the formation during the performance.

1-2. Basics Required for Product Operation
ROPPOR platform is a software platform that can control multiple swarm drones through a mobile
communication network with dual security of security and user authentication and it features
Pixhawk based flight controller (FC) and the companion computer Raspberry Pi with Smart Device
Application Software (SDAS).
Therefore, you should prepare Pixhawk based flight controller, companion computer, LTE
communication module, etc. for configuration of the drone connection with the ROPPOR platform.
※ Please refer to the Configuration Guide for ROPPOR Art Drone Connection for more detail.
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2. Rules for Safe Operation
Please understand the following before using the product, and use the product according to the
guide.

2-1. Environmental Concerns
1)

Only fly in an authorized area within the country.

2)

Only fly outdoors where GPS signal is effective when using this product.

3)

Fly in an environment without electromagnetic wave and radio wave interference.

4)

Only fly in ordinary weather conditions.

5)

Check mobile communication received signal strength indicator (RSSI) in the flight area
and avoid the communication-shadow area.

6)

Secure a sufficient safety distance from the flight station where the drone will take-off and
land.

2-2. Pre-flight Check
1)

Check that ROPPOR has been updated to the most recent version.

2)

Check the mobile communication received signal strength indicator (RSSI) in the flight area.

3)

Check that the batteries have been charged sufficiently for all operating equipment such
as the drone, controller, operation PC, mobile communication equipment, etc.

4)

Check if there is any issue with the drone to be operated in the drone messages tab on
ROPPOR screen.

5)

Check the drone is ready to fly through configuration check in pre-flight.

6)

Check for any collision between the drones, obstacles, etc. on the flight path.

7)

Plan the flight after checking the manual flight with the remote controller (RC) before flight
using ROPPOR.
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2-3. Control
1)

Check if the pilot is exhibiting any symptoms such as alcohol consumption, drug use,
anesthesia, dizziness, fatigue, sickness, or any other physical or mental state that may
hinder the capability of safely operating the drone.

2)

Land the drone at a safe location for check when there is a warning for insufficient battery
or other flight related matters.

3)

Always take caution and observe the status of the drone during flight.

4)

Do not depend only on the flight path configured by the user or the ROPPOR system.
Assess the situation appropriately to control the drone, and manually avoid the obstacles
in a timely manner.

5)

Warning messages, etc. on the system just supports the user so the user must directly take
action for such instances.

6)

This product features a flight pre-planned by the user, so user’s cognitive abilities and
decision making are very important.
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3. ROPPOR Art Performance Preparation
This section explains the system configuration diagram for ROPPOR Art operation, overall
composition of the ground station necessary for flight, and test flight for safe performance in
phases.

3-1. ROPPOR Art System Configuration Diagram

Network Communication Security Relay PC
-

Swarm drone communication security VPN server

Swarm Drone Art Operation PC
- Swarm drone art operation software
- Swarm drone communication security VPN client

RTK Base

Drone1

- VPN Client

- VPN Client

…

DroneN
- VPN Client

Figure # 1 ROPPOR Art System Configuration Diagram
ROPPOR Art uses VPN for communication and security. Network Communication security relay PC
(hereinafter referred to as relay PC) and Swarm Drone Art operation PC (hereinafter referred to as
operation PC) are required for ROPPOR Art operation. VPN client on the operation PC and VPN
client on the RTK base and drone are constructed for communication and security even on shared
IP through the VPN server of the relay PC. Therefore, the following steps of preparation are required
for the use of the ROPPOR Art.
1)

Launch VPN server on relay PC

2)

Launch VPN client on operation PC

3)

Launch ROPPOR Art installed on operation PC

4)

Supply power to operational drone
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3-2. Ground Station

Figure # 2 Ground Station
The ground station is divided into operation site and flight station. The operation site should have
equipment necessary for operation such as the operation PC installed, and be able to monitor the
takeoff/landing of the drone. Therefore, Secure sufficient distance from the flight station and choose
a safe location where takeoff and landing of the drones can be visually confirmed for the operation
site. Also, make preparations for immediate use of controllers for quick action upon emergencies.
You need proper equipment to continuously supply power to the devices that use electricity such
as the operation PC, mobile communication devices, etc. during the operation. Flight station should
be assigned for safe takeoff and landing of the drone (consistent gaps and direction). Select a wide
open space without obstacles against collision into the drones during takeoff and landing, and a
location where the drones can be placed with enough space and suitable for designed performance
formation for the performance.
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1) Software Preparation for Operation
Prepare the operation software as follows to use the swarm drone art operation software.

1-1) Launch VPN server on the relay PC and click [Connect].
※ Please refer to the “Installation Guide for ROPPOR Art Software” document for the VPN
server installation.

Figure # 3 VPN Connection
1-2) After connecting, check the server connection and assigned IP.

Figure # 4 VPN – Server Connection Check
※ IP of relay PC is fixed at “10.8.0.1”.
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1-3) Launch VPN client on the operation PC, click [Connect], and check client connection and
assigned IP.

Figure # 5 VPN – Client Connection Check
※ VPN client IP for the operation PC, RTK base, and drones are automatically assigned once
connected to the VPN server.
1-4) Launch ROPPOR Art installed on the operation PC.

Figure # 6 ROPPOR Art Icon
1-5) After Launch ROPPOR Art, click the Environment Settings Icon on the top right side.

Figure # 7 Environment Settings Icon
1-6) Check the information of Main Server and Relay PC Public IP.
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Figure # 8 ROPPOR Art – Environment Settings
※ Please refer to the Installation Guide for ROPPOR Art Software and Function Specifications
of ROPPOR Art Operation Software for more detailed installation and execution method.
！ Connection with ROPPOR does not take place if you supply power to the drone without
preparing the operation software.

2) RTK Base Preparation
You must use the RTK technology which is more improved than GPS for a precise drone performance
of ROPPOR Art.
※ Please refer to the Configuration Guide for ROPPOR RTK Connection for more detailed
installation and execution method.
After preliminary preparation, RTK base should be installed at a location without radio wave and
satellite reception interference within the ground station.
※ Provided by U-blox : 1 / 2
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Figure # 9 RTK Base Installation

Figure # 10 ROPPOR Art – RTK GNSS Check
Turn on the power for RTK base with ROPPOR launched, and check the reception status on RTK
GNSS window. Before flight, check for accuracy (unit in meters) converge below the configured
value, rapid change/decrease in number of effective receiving satellites, etc. for the RTK base device.
★ When you use the LTE device over a long period of time with the SIRIUS RTK BASE power,
power may shut down.
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3-3. Test Flight
Preliminary test for flight, etc. along with formation setting and drone configuration check are
required before the performance.
Preliminary test is conducted for each drone and it is carried out in phases of pre-flight check,
drone assignment, controller check flight, and ROPPOR check flight.

1) Pre-flight Check and Drone Assignment
Check the drone and operating equipment according to the user check regulations for the flight.
※ Ardupilot provision : https://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/checklist.html
Prepare the drone as follows for the flight test when there is no error as a result of the check.
1-1) Assign 1 drone at the center of the flight station. Then supply power to the drone.
1-2) Check the drone status and RTK reception status on ROPPOR screen.

2) Controller Check Flight
Check for any issues in drone activity and basic flight through the controller through the following
steps.
2-1) Check that the drone flight ready status in loiter mode, arm, and takeoff with the controller.
2-2) Elevate to a certain level of altitude (within 3m approximately) after takeoff, and check that
the drone is hovering still.
2-3) Check that other modes aside from the loiter mode can be switched and applied through the
controller.
！ If the mode of the drone cannot be changed through the controller, control transfer
(ROPPOR -> Controller) may not be possible in case of emergencies. You must check.
！ Control transfer : ROPPOR flight is switched into guided mode aside from RTL (Return To
Launch) and LAND functions. Therefore, the drone will not react even if the controller wheel
is moved during ROPPOR flight (Guided mode) since the controller does not have control.
Transfer or withdrawal of drone control for the controller during ROPPOR flight, you must
switch to a different flight mode from the guided mode. After switching to another flight
mode, control is transferred to the controller and all pre-planned flights are canceled. If the
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power of the controller for the drone is off or if the throttle of the controller is below neutral
level (50%), caution is required for the drone may crash.
★ Switching the mode with the controller when multiple drones bound to a single controller
during ROPPOR flight to transfer control is very dangerous since multiple drones are being
controlled together.
2-4) Fly at user’s discretion and according to flight check regulations to check if the control is
effective.
2-5) When there are any issues while performing the steps above, the drone must be checked
hardware configuration or setting.
※ Ardupilot provision :

https://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-when-problems-arise.html

3) ROPPOR Check Flight
Check for any issues in command execution and configuration through the functions on the
dashboard of the ROPPOR. Select the drone and proceed as follows.
！ Proceed as you observe the drone with the controller prepared since it is a ROPPOR flight,
not a controller flight.

Figure # 11 ROPPOR Art - Dashboard
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3-1) Check if the drone can arm by clicking [ARM] on the dashboard window.

Figure # 12 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard - ARM
3-2) Check if the drone can disarm by clicking [DISARM] on the dashboard window.

Figure # 13 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard - DISARM
3-3) Configure the altitude on the dashboard, and click [TAKEOFF] to check that the drone takes off
and hovers.

Figure # 14 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard - Altitude

Figure # 15 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – TAKE OFF
3-4) Check if the drone can land by clicking [LAND] on the dashboard window.

Figure # 16 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard - LAND
3-5) Check if the drone control can be transferred to the controller by clicking [LOITER] on the
dashboard window.

Figure # 17 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard - LOITER
！ The throttle should be positioned at neutral (50%) with the controller power on for the
drone.
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★ Do not use when the controller power is off or control for the drone is unprepared.
3-6) Check if the drone control can return to launch location by clicking [RTL] on the dashboard
window. (Return To Launch)

Figure # 18 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – RTL
3-7) Click [BRAKE] on the dashboard window to check if safety measures can be taken after stopping
the flight, switching the mode again, and landing.
ex) [RTL] execution -> [RTL] operation -> [BRAKE] execution -> [RTL] stop -> Controller mode switch
-> Land
It suspends all control including the controller for the selected drones and the pilot can directly
switch modes, and take other safety measures when issues such as drone position breakaway occur.

Figure # 19 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – BRAKE
3-8) Click [LED SET] on the dashboard window for LED check.

Figure # 20 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – LED SET

Figure # 21 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – LED Setting Check
3-9) Click [Red], [Green], [Blue], and [Off] in sequence to check that drone LED is operating normally.
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4. ROPPOR Art Performance
The company provides test formation for a single drone and sample formation for 5 drones. After
preliminary check and preparation, you can practice usage through test formation, and it is
recommended to study a safer operation method as you practice operating in sample formation.
Operation may become more familiar as more flights are performed but users should always
establish their own principles and check the drone and equipment carefully. Caution is required
before, during, and after flight.

4-1. Upload Performance Path
This is a phase to check for any issues in execution of art formation through the test formation for
1 Drone provided by the company. You can learn the operation and configuration methods
necessary for performance formation flight through this test. Designate and upload the drone
performance formation information in the format of path file to each individual drone assigned at
the flight station.
Path upload method is as follows.

1) Click the designate art formation path folder icon on the dashboard.

Figure # 22 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – Path Upload Icon
2) Select the [Test] folder containing the performance path file (.PATH) to be executed, and click
[Confirm].

Figure # 23 Art Formation Path Selection Dialog
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3) Click the panel/list switch icon on the dashboard to switch to list format.

Figure # 24 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – Panel/List Switch Icon
4) Select the [Path] combo box for the drone from the drone list on the switched dashboard, and
designate the path file for performance.

Figure # 25 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – Path Combo Box
※ After designating the performance path folder, paths are all assigned according to the drone
number.
！ If the actual operating drone and the path file are not consistent, the user should
manually designate the path file.
5) Click performance path upload icon to upload the designated path file.

Figure # 26 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – Performance Path Upload Icon

Figure # 27 Performance Path Upload Complete Pop-up Window
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4-2. Performance Path Simulation
After designating the path file for each drone, you can check the path of the selected path file
(.PATH) in 3D ART MODE through virtual simulation.

1) Click [3D ART MODE] on top of the ROPPOR home screen.

Figure # 28 ROPPOR Art – 3D ART MODE
2) Use the 3D performance mode function tool bar at the bottom to check the pathway after the
drone for the designated path file is displayed in 3D ART MODE screen.

Figure # 29 ROPPOR Art – 3D ART MODE – 3D Performance Mode Function Tool Bar
3) The user should check and know the pathway by utilizing the frame browsing function through
rewind, play, stop, direct number entry, and scroll movement.

Figure # 30 ROPPOR Art – 3D ART MODE – Test Formation Check
！ For test formation, left and right measure at 7.5m and height measures at 10m. Therefore,
check for any obstacles within radius of 7.5m from the drone.
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4-3. ROPPOR Art Performance Setting (ART Setting)
Enter default values for executing the performance.
1) Select the test drone currently ONLINE on ROPPOR.

Figure # 31 Online Drone Status Information Window
2) Click the [Auto Tracking Icon] in the tool bar on top of the screen, and move the center point of
the map to the test drone.

Figure # 32 ROPPOR Art - Flight mode functions tool bar - Auto tracking icon/Center point
of the map
！ You must check that the map has been moved with the drone selected on the ROPPOR map
screen at center.
3) Click the [ART Setting] icon in the tool bar on top of the screen.

Figure # 33 ROPPOR Art - Flight mode functions tool bar - ART Setting icon
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Figure # 34 ART Setting Window
4) You can press [Use Map Center] to set the current map center coordinates as the performance
center coordinates.
！ When actually operating the performance, configure at a position equivalent to the
coordinates of the origin of the designed performance formation (0,0,0). Please refer to the
ROPPOR Art Formation Guide for more details regarding the origin coordinates.
5) Enter the correct configuration values in the remaining input windows according to the following
instructions, and then launch [Setting].
Description
Heading (º)

The angle (Equivalent to drone heading) of view for the performance audience
based on true north(0º)

Altitude (m)

Initial art formation execution altitude
(Enter a value higher than the minimum altitude for the designed formation.)

Countdown (s)

Enter the countdown time from the point of pressing [Art Start] button until
ARM > TAKE TAKEOFF > Actual performance start time.
(Enter sufficient time as the configured altitude increases.)

★ Altitude (m) should always be configured higher than the minimum altitude of the formation.
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！ Countdown (s) should be entered as a sufficient time from pressing [Art Start] throughout
ARM > TAKEOFF > Performance start, and it should be set at 30 seconds + 1 second per 3m
of performance altitude (m). (Based on takeoff speed of 3m/s)

Figure # 35 Altitude/Countdown Setting Value Layout

Figure # 36 Heading Setting Value Layout
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Figure # 37 Changes Following Application of Heading Setting Value – 3D ART MODE
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4-4. ROPPOR Art Performance Start (ART Start)
ROPPOR Art loads the art formation designed by the user in path format files and performs the
synchronized flight in respective paths with the drones. After completing the last flight path, it
switches to return to launch (RTL) mode and the drones return and land at the initial takeoff
location.
！ When performing art start, the drones begin takeoff at the initial position of the designed
art formation. Therefore, performance should be executed after vertical takeoff without risk
of collision with consistency between initial position of art formation, and drone alignment on
the ground before takeoff.

Figure # 38 ROPPOR Art – Dashboard – ART START
Recheck all previous phases, and then execute [ART START] on the dashboard window to check the
execution of test formation.
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